Data Processing Policy 1. Data Controller BUFETE IUS AEQUITAS ABOGADOS,
SLP, with address for communication purposes at Avda. de Alberto Alcocer, nº. 24,
planta 4º, 28050 Madrid and NIF (Número de Identificación Fiscal [Tax
Identification Number]) B-86.894.474 (hereinafter, “IUS + AEQUITAS”) is
committed to the protection and security of personal data that users or visitors to the
website https://iusaequitas.net/es/ may provide us with. The purpose of this Privacy
Policy is to inform users and visitors of our website “iusaequitas.net/en/” about
everything related to the collection and processing of their personal data by IUS +
AEQUITAS. IUS + AEQUITAS reserves the right to modify and/or update this
Policy from time to time, in order to adapt it to the legislation applicable at any given
time, as well as to the legitimate practices of IUS + AEQUITAS. In any case, the
content of the new policy will be published on the website and will be permanently
available to users and visitors. Users and visitors are advised to read and consult this
Privacy Policy each time they access this website. Access to and general browsing of
the contents displayed on the Website does not require registration by Visitors. 2.
How does IUS + AEQUITAS collect personal data? IUS + AEQUITAS collects
information from the user or visitor of this website at different times: - Through the
“Contact” form, where name and surname, contact email, subject and message are
requested. - Through the newsletter, where name and surname and an email address
are requested for sending the newsletter. - While browsing the website, through
Cookies. See the Cookie Policy. 3. What is personal data used for? - Data collection
forms in the forms through which personal data is collected, the User will receive
detailed information on the processing of their data, its purposes, the possible
recipients of the information, if any, and the mandatory or optional nature of their
answers to the questions or information requested. Purposes: All data provided by the
User will be used for the maintenance of the professional relationship. Likewise,
information will be sent by email and newsletter from IUS + AEQUITAS . Your data
will not be disclosed to any third party. Your data will be kept for the duration of the
professional relationship or as long as you are subscribed. • Cookies From the
moment a visitor accesses our website, their Internet address may be recorded in our
database in the form of LOG (log) files. Consequently, the User leaves a trace of the
IP address assigned to them by their access provider in each session, so that each
request, query, visit or call to an element of a website may be recorded. However,
LOG files are anonymous (so that they do not identify the user's name and surname)
and will only be used for internal purposes such as statistics, to keep track of access
to the website. Likewise, cookies can store and retrieve information about the
browsing habits of a User or its equipment and, depending on the information they
contain and the way you use your computer, can be used to recognise the user. See
the Cookie Policy. 4. How can I update my personal data? The User guarantees that
the personal data provided to IUS + AEQUITAS through this website, by filling in
the corresponding registration form, are true, correct, current and complete, and is
responsible for communicating any modification or update of the same to IUS +
AEQUITAS. 5. What happens if I provide IUS + AEQUITAS with data pertaining to
third parties? In the event that the User includes personal data relating to individuals
other than the User in the corresponding electronic form, the User must, prior to the

inclusion or communication of their data to IUS + AEQUITAS, inform such persons
about the content of this Privacy Policy. The User guarantees that they have obtained
the prior consent of these third parties for the communication of their personal data to
IUS + AEQUITAS. 6. When am I considered to have authorised IUS + AEQUITAS
to process my data? Legitimation: From the moment the User checks the box to read
and accept the Data Processing Policy, enabled next to the electronic data collection
form, they give their unequivocal, free and revocable consent and expressly authorise
us to process their personal data for the purposes described at the bottom of the form
and/or in this Data Processing Policy. 7. Rights of data subjects Notwithstanding the
above, we remind all Users the possibility of exercising their rights of Access,
Rectification, Cancellation and Portability of their data and the Restriction or
Objection to the Processing of said data by email at dpo@iusaequitas.net or by post at
BUFETE IUS AEQUITAS ABOGADOS, S.L.P. in Avda. de Alberto Alcocer, nº. 24,
planta 4º, 28050 Madrid attaching a photocopy of your ID card or equivalent
identification document, as well as the possibility of submitting a complaint to the
Supervisory Authority.

